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This guide assists the reader to understand the Inspections, Tests, or Analyses (ITA)
information within the VEGP Units 3 and 4 Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and
Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC) construction schedules.
The VEGP Units 3 and 4 construction schedule submittals are formatted to present each

ITAAC individually. The Unit 3 ITAAC are individually presented in order of their COL
Index Number from 1 to 876. The Unit 4 ITAAC are separately provided, also in order of
their COL Index Number.

The header on the first page of each schedule indicates which Unit the schedule
represents and the date the schedule report was generated. The column headers
describe the content of the ITAAC entry bolded line. The construction activity within
each bolded entry represents the development, review, and approval of the completion
package for an individual ITAAC. Horizontal lines separate each ITAAC entry.

Within each Unit's ITAAC completion schedule, the "COL Index #" is specific to each
entry and is a number from 1 to 876 in accordance with the COL numbering. The

"Activity ID" is the identification code used in the schedule, which consists of the prefix
"EOOITAC" (denoting an ITAAC activity), followed by the ITAAC number without the
decimals. The "Activity Name" is a shortened version of the ITAAC description. The
"Start" and "Finish" dates are provided for each construction activity. Dates that have
an asterisk (*) indicate that the date is constrained in some manner. A typical constraint
would be an activitythat can start no earlier than a given date due to a resource
constraint, such as equipment or personnel availability.

Below each bolded ITAAC Completion Package line are the activities that must be

performed before the completion package can be developed. These predecessor
activities represent the Inspections, Tests, or Analyses to be accomplished as part of
the ITAAC. In the case of "Reference ITAAC," the predecessors are the ITAAC Closure
Notification submittals for each ITAAC referenced.
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